Standard of Russian toy
FCI No. 352 of the 21.02.2006
Country of origin:
Russia
Usage:
society dog
Classification FCI:
Group 9, society dogs-section 9. Continental toy Spaniels and Russian toy. Without work
check.
General appearance:
small, elegant dog movable, hochbeinig. Zierlicher bone structure with firmer muscle
strength. Little gender in appearance differences but in behavior evident.
Critical proportions:
square format. The elbow height is more than half of the Widerrist height. The breast is
quite deep.
Behavior and temperament:
active and very lebenslustig, not timid, not aggressive.
Head:
small.
Skull:
head high, but not broad (the width of the cheek is not)
on the amount of Cranium), rounded in the profile.
Gesichtsschädel:
the transition from the forehead to the muzzle is clearly pronounced.
Nose sponge:
small, black or the appropriate color.
Fishing:
the fishing is slightly shorter than the skull, fine, sehnig and acute.
Lips:
the lips are narrow, sehnig, anliegend well dark or in the appropriate color.
Pine / teeth:
small, know scissor Gebiss.
Eyes:
quite large, rundlich, something curved dark, wide and are scheduled. The Lidränder are
faltenlos, anliegend well dark or in the appropriate color.
Ears:
large, thin, high scheduled standing.
Neck:
as highly aufragend, slightly bent.
Body:
the history of the upper line is fluid from the withers to approach of the rod.
Back:
solid and just.
Curved loin game:
quick and easy.
Kruppe:
something rundlich and somewhat elevated.
Breast:
sufficient down, not very broad, oval.
Bar:
highly geschürzt Strammer belly, bar and form a flowing and beautifully curved line from
the chest until the bar.
Rute:
the rod is short, kupiert (up to 2-3 tenor) happily hochgereckt. Allowed is also a non
kupierte Rod preferably a dwarf rod is held not lower than on back level. In Germany is
prohibited to kupieren the rods.

Vorderfuß:
slim and sehnig. Viewing front straight and parallel.
Schulterblätter:
from moderate length, not too oblique.
Shoulder:
so of same length as the Schulterblätter. With the upper arm, the scapula to form a
angle of approximately 105 degrees.
Elbow:
feeding backward addressed.
As forearm:
just.
Ankle:
Sehnig
Foreground Mittelfuß:
almost vertically.
Paws:
small, oval, firmly closed forward directed, black or in the appropriate color. Pralle bales
black or in the appropriate color.
Considered Hinterfuß:
from rear straight, parallel, further apart as the Vorderfuß. All joint angle are clearly
pronounced.
Leg:
with firmer and developed muscles.
Lower leg and thigh:
are of equal length.
Ankle:
sufficiently gewinkelt.
Standing behind Mittelfuß:
vertically.
Paws:
fixed closed, narrow as Vorderpfoten, the claws and rolls are black or in the appropriate
color.
Power plant:
fast, free, straightforward. The silhouette of dog differs little in the State and movement.
Well to the concerns skin:
fine, tightly,
Nature of hair kleides:
there are 2 varieties:
kurzhaarig and langhaarig.
Kurzhaarig:
the hair is short and well anliegend to the whole body, glossy, without undercoat,
densely without kahle job.
Langhaarig:
the hair is moderately attached 3-5 cm long, without hide the natural contours of the
body, smooth or slightly wavy. The hair on the header, fishing and the front of the limbs
is short and closely anliegend. Noils (bands) are strong on the back of the limbs. The
oblong seidenartige hair be completely concealed the claws to all paws. The ears are
covered with very dense and long strips artigem hair. For adult dogs, older than 3. Years,
should the Mata ear margins and ear tips completely obscure.
The hair on the body should look not strub belig and not shorter than 2 cm.
Color:
black with Tanfarbe; Brown with Tanfarbe, blue Tanfarbe, with mahogany in various
shades with a touch of black or brown or without Strähnchen. Saturated colors are
welcome by all the colours of fur.
Widerrist height:
dogs and bitches: 20-28 cm.

Weight:
dogs and bitches: up to 2.7 kg.
Error:
Any deviation from the above standard characteristics is considered a defect or failure
depending on the level of Ausgeprägtheit.
• Straight bite or alveolare tilt of the Schneidezähne.
• Half stehende ears. If this feature by langhaariger
Variety causing Beschwerung of hair, it is
allowed but not required.
• Low angesetzte rod.
•When kurzhaariger variety kahle job.
• Superfluous long or very short hair on the body of
langhaarigen variety.
• Small white points on the chest and paws.
• Color of hair kleides black, Brown, blue, unnecessary number of
Tanflecken, and darkened Tanflecken.
• The Widerrist height exceeds the level of 28 cm.
• Schüchternes behavior.
Disqualifizierende error:
o aggressiveness.
o Überbiss distinct, bite, missing Fangzahn or lack of more than two Schneidezähne in
ev'ry pine.
o hanging ears.
o short limbs.
o when Kurzhaarigen-kahle places in more.
o when Langhaarigen-lack of the bands to the ears, gekräuseltes hair.
o white color white spots in the header, and above the Mittelfußes large white spots to
the breast and throat, geströmte drawing.
o height more than 30 cm.
Note:
dogs must have two obviously normally developed testicles, are fully put away in the
Hodensack.

